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Abstract
Although knowledge-grounded conversational001
models are able to generate fluent responses,002
they are known to suffer from producing fac-003
tually invalid statements, a phenomenon com-004
monly called hallucination. In this work,005
we investigate the underlying causes of this006
phenomenon: is hallucination due to the007
training data, or to the models? We con-008
duct a comprehensive human study on both009
existing knowledge-grounded conversational010
benchmarks and several state-of-the-art mod-011
els. Our study reveals that the standard bench-012
marks consist of more than 60% hallucinated013
responses, leading to models that not only hal-014
lucinate but even amplify hallucinations. We015
hope these insights will show the way forward016
towards building hallucination-free conversa-017
tional models.018

1 Introduction019

In recent years, knowledge-grounded conversa-020

tional models, powered by large pre-trained lan-021

guage models (Radford et al., 2019; Brown et al.,022

2020; Raffel et al., 2020), achieved a remark-023

able performance in generating fluent and natural-024

looking responses. However, these systems ex-025

hibit an undesirable phenomenon commonly called026

hallucination. Hallucinated outputs are character-027

ized as being unfaithful to some externally pro-028

vided knowledge (Dziri et al., 2021b; Rashkin et al.,029

2021). The common belief in the literature is that030

researchers need to fix the models in order to fix031

hallucinations (Shuster et al., 2021; Mielke et al.,032

2020; Dziri et al., 2021a; Rashkin et al., 2021) and033

no attempt has been made so far to audit the conver-034

sational benchmarks to the best of our knowledge.035

Nonetheless, it is not yet well-understood why con-036

versational models have a propensity to hallucinate;037

is it because conversational benchmarks are noisy038

and contain factually incorrect sentences or does it039

stem from potential shortcomings in models’ archi-040

tectures and/or training procedures? In this work,041

Figure 1: An example of a hallucinated conversation from
the Wizard of Wikipedia dataset (Dinan et al., 2018). The
wizard (yellow) is hallucinating information that cannot be
inferred from the knowledge-snippet: hallucinated subjective
content (red) and hallucinated objective content (blue).

we investigate both existing benchmarks and gener- 042

ated responses of prominent conversational models 043

to shed light on the origins of hallucinations. 044

On one hand, knowledge-grounded conversa- 045

tional benchmarks may contain hallucinations due 046

to error-prone collection protocols and lack of ad- 047

equate quality control. Existing dialogue systems 048

are typically trained on corpora crowd-sourced 049

through online platforms (Dinan et al., 2018; Zhou 050

et al., 2018; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019; Moon 051

et al., 2019). With loose incentive to come up 052

with faithfully-grounded utterances on the provided 053

knowledge, crowdworkers may ignore knowledge- 054

snippets altogether, use their personal knowledge 055

or sometimes assume a fictional persona, resulting 056

in conversations that are rife with subjective con- 057

tent and unverified factual knowledge. Figure 1 058

shows a hallucinated conversation from the Wizard 059

of Wikipedia dataset (Dinan et al., 2018), 060

On the other hand, neural conversational models 061

are not necessarily designed to generate faithful 062

outputs, but to mimic the distributional properties 063

of the data. This kind of optimization will likely 064
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push the models to replicate and even amplify the065

hallucination behaviour at test time (Bender et al.,066

2021). The presence of even few hallucinated re-067

sponses may skew the data distribution in a way068

that curbs the model’s ability to generate faithful069

responses (Kang and Hashimoto, 2020).070

In-depth understanding of the various sources071

of hallucination and how they manifest themselves072

can help researchers enforce faithfulness in con-073

versational models and thus reduce hallucinations.074

In this work, we take a step closer to gain such075

an understanding via a systematic study where we076

identify and categorize hallucinations in the widely-077

used benchmarks, measure their frequency, and078

overall negative impact on generated responses as079

judged by human evaluators. Specifically, drawing080

insights from the linguistic coding system for dis-081

course phenomena called Verbal Response Modes082

(VRM, Stiles, 1992), we manually annotate con-083

versations from the three widely-used knowledge-084

grounded conversational benchmarks: Wizard of085

Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2018), CMU-DoG (Zhou086

et al., 2018) and TopicalChat (Gopalakrishnan087

et al., 2019). Our analysis reveals that more than088

60% of the responses are hallucinated in the three089

datasets, with major hallucination modes that mani-090

fest principally through the expression of subjective091

information (e.g., thoughts, beliefs, feelings, inten-092

tions, personal experiences) and the expression of093

unsupported objective factual information.094

Further, to understand if neural conversational095

models make this hallucination more severe, we096

annotate responses generated by several state-of-097

the-art models, including ones that are designed to098

alleviate hallucinations. We find that the generated099

responses consist of an even larger portion of hal-100

lucinations, in comparison with the training data.101

Our findings, thus, question the quality of current102

knowledge-grounded conversational datasets and103

challenge the robustness of existing conversational104

models.105

2 Hallucinations in Benchmarks106

We conduct study on three English crowdsourced107

knowledge-grounded conversational benchmarks:108

Wizard of Wikipedia (WoW), CMU-DoG and Top-109

icalChat. These datasets consist of dialogues be-110

tween two speakers, where the goal is to commu-111

nicate information about particular topics while112

speakers are presented with a knowledge snippet113

relevant to the current turn. More details about114

these datasets are provided in Appendix A. 115

2.1 Response Classification Taxonomy 116

We sample 200 random knowledge-grounded re- 117

sponses from training sets of each benchmark, and 118

annotate each response based on whether it can be 119

inferred exclusively from the knowledge-snippet. 120

Inspired by the BEGIN taxonomy (Dziri et al., 121

2021b) of response classification, we annotate each 122

turn with labels as follows:1 Entailment: a re- 123

sponse is fully supported by the knowledge. Hal- 124

lucination: a response’s factual correctness cannot 125

be fully verified from the knowledge-snippet (even 126

if the response is true in the real world). Partial 127

Hallucination: part of the response is hallucinated 128

while the rest is entailed. Generic: a response that 129

is vague and does not convey any factual informa- 130

tion. Uncooperative: an entailed response that 131

does not follow the principles of conversational 132

cooperation according to Gricean maxims (Grice, 133

1989). We provide more details of these classes 134

and their examples in Appendix C. 135

(Q1) How much hallucination exists in the 136

benchmarks? For each dialogue turn, we solicit 137

judgements from two linguists who are experts 138

in the task in order to obtain high-quality anno- 139

tations. The inter-annotator agreement measured 140

through average Krippendorf’s alpha coefficient 141

is 0.91 which indicates high agreement. Figure 2 142

shows the breakdown of different conversational 143

phenomenon in the three benchmarks and Table 5 144

(Appendix D) depicts exemplars of hallucinated 145

responses. Surprisingly, the three benchmarks are 146

fraught with hallucinations. TopicalChat contains 147

62% responses that are purely hallucinated against 148

only 12% responses that are fully entailing the 149

source knowledge. Our analysis shows similar 150

trends in the CMU_DoG dataset. On the other 151

hand, in WoW, hallucinated responses are largely 152

mixed with faithful content (37.7% v.s. 22.5% 153

fully hallucinated responses), which amounts to 154

60.2% hallucinations in total. These findings raise 155

the alarm on the quality of the widely used dialogue 156

datasets in the community. 157

2.2 The Linguistic Nature of Hallucinations 158

To understand the linguistic nature of hallucina- 159

tions, we further annotate responses based on a 160

1We omit the label contradiction and off-topic from BE-
GIN as we consider it a subcategory of hallucination.
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(a) WoW responses (b) CMU_DoG responses (c) Topical responses

Figure 2: BEGIN and VRM breakdown of responses from WoW, CMU_DoG and TopicalChat. The inner circle
shows the breakdown of BEGIN classes and the outer shows the VRM types in each BEGIN type: Hallucination
(red), Entailment (green), Partial Hallucination (yellow), Generic (pink), and Uncooperative (blue).

VRM Type Description Example

Disclosure
Reveal the speaker’s subjective opinions, personal experience,
thoughts, feelings, wishes, and intentions.

“I think science fiction is an amazing genre. Future
science, technology they’re all interesting."

Edification Concerns information that is, in principle, objective. “Recycling includes items like metal and plastic."

Advisement
Corresponds to guiding the behaviour of the addressee through:
commands, requests, suggestions, advice, permission, prohibition.

“You should be patient and persistent to succeed."

Confirmation
Compares the speaker’s experience with the other’s by expressing
shared ideas/memories/beliefs, or by agreement/disagreement

“I agree that love encompasses a variety of
different emotional and mental states."

Question Concerns requesting information or guidance. “What is your favorite song?"

Acknowledge
Expresses no content, it conveys only receipt of communication
from the other’s speaker.

“Mmm. OK,...”, “Yeah, ...”, “Hello, ...”

Table 1: The definitions of the VRM types with examples.

linguistic coding system for discourse phenom-161

ena, dubbed Verbal Response Modes (VRM; Stiles162

1992). Concretely, we label a turn with the fol-163

lowing speech acts: Disclosure, Edification, Ad-164

visement, Confirmation, Question and Acknowl-165

edgement (Ack.). Table 1 displays the definition166

for each VRM type along with examples.167

(Q2) What are the hallucination strategies used168

in human-human data? Figure 2 shows the169

VRM breakdown for each BEGIN category in the170

three benchmarks. We make the following ob-171

servations: The majority of hallucinations belong172

to disclosure (i.e., subjective information) in all173

benchmarks (65.9%, 56.2% and 50.7% in WoW,174

CMU_DoG and TopicalChat respectively). Al-175

though the strategy of sharing subjective infor-176

mation such as thoughts, opinions and feelings177

is natural in conversations, it often comes at a178

cost of ignoring the knowledge snippet in these179

datasets. Moreover, edification is also a common180

phenomenon in hallucinated responses, suggesting181

that humans not only discuss subjective informa-182

tion but also bring extra unsupported facts, either 183

true or false. Other linguistic modes are also asso- 184

ciated with hallucinations such as acknowledging 185

unsupported claims or asking irrelevant questions. 186

Conversely, entailment responses have high per- 187

centage of edification (> 70%) with information 188

inferred from the knowledge snippet. 189

3 Hallucination Amplification in Models 190

Next, we investigate how much models amplify the 191

hallucination phenomenon at inference time. We 192

consider a range of representative models: 193

• GPT2 (Radford et al., 2019; Wolf et al., 2019) 194

is an autoregressive model which takes as input a 195

concatenation of the knowledge and the history. 196

• DoHA (Prabhumoye et al., 2021) builds a BART- 197

based conversational model (Lewis et al., 2020) 198

for knowledge-grounding, with a two-view atten- 199

tion mechanism to handle separately the encoded 200

document and the history during generation. 201

• CTRL (Rashkin et al., 2021) augments the GPT2 202

model with control tokens (Keskar et al., 2019) that 203
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Model ROUGE↑ Hallucination Rate↓ Entailment Rate↑
Full Partial Overall Entail. Uncoop. Overall

W
o
W

Gold – 22.5 37.7 60.2 23.2 6.6 29.8
GPT2 19.1 66.0 15.2 81.2 11.7 3.6 15.3
DoHA 21.5 39.6 28.9 68.5 12.7 7.1 19.8
CTRL 24.4 29.0 34.0 63.0 12.2 17.3 29.5

C
M
U
D
o
G Gold – 61.4 5.1 66.5 16.2 4.1 20.3

GPT2 13.7 75.0 6.0 81.0 5.0 5.5 10.5
DoHA 15.4 62.5 10.0 72.5 8.1 5.9 14.0
CTRL 19.3 62.3 6.0 68.3 9.1 12.4 19.8

T
o
p
i
c
a
l Gold – 62.4 6.5 68.9 12.0 6.6 18.6

GPT2 13.2 71.5 8.5 80.5 6.0 5.5 11.5
DoHA 16.3 52.5 26.5 79.0 9.0 5.0 14.0
CTRL 18.3 47.5 29.5 77.0 8.5 10.0 18.5

Table 2: Amplification of models on the test data from
WoW and CMU_DoG and TopicalChat. ‘Entail.’ and
‘Uncoop.’ mean entailment and uncooperative.

guide the generation towards less subjective and204

more entailed content.205

We fine-tune each model on the benchmarks and206

use nucleus sampling (Holtzman et al., 2019) with207

p = 0.6 for decoding (more implementation de-208

tails are in Appendix B). As seen in Table 2, CTRL209

is the best model followed by DoHA based on the210

ROUGE score. Table 4 in Appendix F shows a sam-211

ple of generated responses. Similar to the analysis212

in §2, we task the two linguists to analyze model-213

generated responses for 200 randomly-selected test214

samples from each benchmark. We seek to answer215

the following questions:216

(Q3) Do state-of-the-art conversational mod-217

els amplify hallucination? Table 2 shows the218

degree of amplification across different models219

trained on the three benchmarks. Contrasting this220

with human gold responses, the models not only221

hallucinate but also amplify the percentage of hal-222

lucinations. For example, GPT2 amplifies full hal-223

lucination by 21% in WoW, 14.5% in CMU_DoG224

and 11.6% in TopicalChat. Conversely, it reduces225

entailment by 14.5%, 9.8% and 7.1% respectively.226

This suggests that hallucination patterns are easier227

to learn than entailment. Among the three, CTRL228

hallucinates less followed by DoHA. Overall, these229

results demonstrate that hallucination is not only230

a reflection of training data issues, but also a con-231

sequence of the weaknesses of models. We hy-232

pothesize that there are multiple factors that can233

contribute to the models’ deficiencies including234

teacher forcing (Ranzato et al., 2016), maximum235

likelihood estimation (Kang and Hashimoto, 2020),236

bias in pre-trained LMs (Nadeem et al., 2021) and237

decoding strategies (Shuster et al., 2021). We leave238

investigating the role of each factors to hallucina-239

tion amplfication for future work.240

(Q4) What are the hallucination strategies used 241

by models? Surprisingly, different models use 242

different strategies for hallucination. While DoHA 243

and GPT2 predominantly rely on and amplify dis- 244

closure, CTRL relies on edification. This is be- 245

cause CTRL is trained explicitly to avoid pronouns 246

(a crucial ingredient for disclosure) and to generate 247

entailed responses. As a side-effect, it ends up am- 248

plifying uncooperative responses (to 260%, 300% 249

and 151% as seen in Table 2). Full results of all 250

models and datasets are in Appendix E. 251

4 Related Work 252

The problem of hallucination in neural language 253

generation has been receiving an increased atten- 254

tion from the NLP community in recent years, in- 255

cluding machine translation (Raunak et al., 2021; 256

Wang and Sennrich, 2020) and summarization 257

(Durmus et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020; Kang and 258

Hashimoto, 2020). Hallucinations in knowledge- 259

grounded neural dialogue generation is a relatively 260

new research problem (Roller et al., 2021; Mielke 261

et al., 2020; Shuster et al., 2021; Dziri et al., 2021a; 262

Rashkin et al., 2021). While existing methods fo- 263

cus on addressing hallucinations in models, we 264

focus on investigating their root causes and ana- 265

lyzing their nature. Closest to our work are Dziri 266

et al. (2021b) and Santhanam et al. (2021) who 267

introduce testbeds for quantifying groundedness in 268

dialogue systems including hallucinations, whereas 269

we resort to a much finer-grained manual analysis 270

on multiple benchmarks and models. 271

5 Conclusion 272

Our investigations demonstrate empirically that hal- 273

lucination is a prevalent issue in both dialog bench- 274

marks and models. Our analysis on three widely 275

used benchmarks reveals that they are rife with hal- 276

lucinations (more than half of the data), and the 277

most common strategies people use are disclosure 278

and edification. Moreover, we show that conver- 279

sational models trained on these benchmarks not 280

only hallucinate but also amplify hallucinations, 281

even the models that were designed to alleviate this 282

issue. These results indicate that the data is not the 283

only responsible factor but also the models. The 284

community shall urgently reconsider the quality of 285

the datasets as well as the the models. Following 286

checklists for responsible data collection (Bender 287

and Friedman, 2018; Rogers et al., 2021) could cir- 288

cumvent some of these problems in future datasets. 289
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Impact Statement290

Our analytical study reveals that a large portion291

of standard knowledge-grounded dialogue bench-292

marks is hallucinated, leading us to reflect on the293

potential harm of low-quality data releases for con-294

versational models. In recent years, the conversa-295

tional AI market has seen a proliferation of a vari-296

ety of applications—which are powered by large297

pre-trained LMs—that span across a broad range298

of domains, such as customer support, education,299

e-commerce, health, entertainment, etc (Vakulenko300

et al., 2021). Ensuring that these systems are trust-301

worthy is key to deploy systems at a large scale302

in real-world application, especially in high-stake303

domains (Sambasivan et al., 2021). However, even304

if we come up with a model that is robust enough305

against hallucination, it will be ultimately bounded306

by the data quality.307
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A Datasets524

We conduct our analysis on the following datasets:525

Wizard of Wikipedia: consists of dialogues be-526

tween a “wizard” and an “apprentice”, where the527

goal of the wizard is to communicate information528

about a particular topic. The Apprentice, in turn,529

is expected to seek information about the topic. At530

each turn, the wizard is presented with a knowl-531

edge snippet (typically a sentence) from Wikipedia532

while the apprentice is not; and the Wizard is al-533

lowed to form an utterance that does not use the534

evidence. We omit data points in which the wiz-535

ard did not explicitly select a passage as evidence536

for the response. The dataset consists of 82722537

grounded-responses in train, 8800 valid and 8690538

test.539

CMU_DoG: consists of conversations focusing540

only on the movie domain. Each response is541

grounded on a document (typically a section from542

Wikipedia). Workers are asked to either persuade543

the other speakers to watch the movie based on the544

knowledge or to discuss the content of the docu-545

ment with them. In total, there are 78136 grounded546

responses in train, 13800 in valid and 13796 in test.547

TopicalChat: consists of dialogues conversing548

around a variety of topics. Workers are provided549

with relevant facts from Reddit, Wikipedia and550

news articles. The collection protocol consists of551

two scenarios: symmetric and asymmetric. In the552

symmetric scenario, workers will have access to553

the same source knowledge and in the asymmetric554

scenario, they will have access to different sources.555

In total, the dataset has 292215 grounded responses556

in train, 23601 in valid and 23623 in test.557

B Implementation Details558

GPT2: We implement this model using the Py-559

torch Huggingface Transformers library (Wolf560

et al., 2020) and the Pytorch-lightning library2.561

During training, we use the Adam optimizer562

(Kingma and Ba, 2015) with Dropout (Srivastava563

et al., 2014) on a batch size of 32 with a learn-564

ing rate of 6.25 × 10−5 that is linearly decayed.565

The maximum dialogue history length is set to 3566

utterances. The model early-stops at epoch {6,567

10, 10} respectively for WoW, CMU_DoG and568

TopicalChat. The average runtime is {1.5, 3, 3}569

2https://github.com/PyTorchLightning/
pytorch-lightning

hours for WoW, CMU_DoG and TopicalChat re- 570

spectively. 571

DoHA: We use the code and the pre-trained 572

model on CMU_DoG that are publicly available by 573

the authors at their Github’s account 3. For WoW 574

and TopicalChat, we follow closely the authors’ 575

training procedure described in (Prabhumoye et al., 576

2021) and we trained two models on both datasets. 577

The average runtime of these models is {5, 10} 578

hours for WoW and TopicalChat respectively. 579

CTRL: The code is not publicly available for 580

this model. We were able to reproduce the results 581

ourselves by following training details in the paper 582

and having multiple discussions with the authors. 583

Similar to GPT2, we implement this model using 584

the Pytorch Huggingface Transformers library and 585

the Pytorch-lightning library. 586

For each dataset, we save the best model based 587

on the validation set. Training for all models is 588

done on an Nvidia V100 GPU 32GB and for infer- 589

ence, we use nucleus sampling with p=0.6. 590

C Definitions of the BEGIN Taxonomy 591

Here are more detailed definitions of each of the 592

BEGIN classes. Examples can be found in Table 3: 593

• Entailment: The response can be verified as 594

true based solely on the knowledge-snippet. 595

Any factual information which it contains can 596

be found in or derived from the knowledge 597

provided. 598

• Hallucination: The response cannot be ver- 599

ified as true based solely on the knowledge- 600

snippet. It is comprised of information which 601

cannot be found in or derived from the knowl- 602

edge provided. 603

• Partial Hallucination: Part of the response 604

can be verified as true using the knowledge- 605

snippet (i.e. is entailed), while another part of 606

the response cannot (i.e. is hallucinated). 607

• Generic: The response is vague and does not 608

contain factual claims. Such responses are 609

often used simply to convey receptiveness to 610

what the interlocutor has to say. 611

• Uncooperative: The response is entailed but 612

violates the Gricean maxims of conversation 613

3https://bit.ly/3bBup2M
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(Grice, 1989). These responses may be per-614

ceived as rude, purposefully misleading, or615

showing a general unwillingness to cooperate616

with the interlocutor for effective communica-617

tion.618

D Hallucinated Human-Human619

Responses620

Table 5 contains hallucinated gold responses from621

WoW, CMU_DoG and TopicalChat.622

E Breakdown of BEGIN and VRM in623

Machine-generated Responses624

Figure 3, 4 and 5 display the distribution of BEGIN625

and VRM in GPT2, DoHA and CTRL trained on626

the three benchmark.627

F Machine-generated Responses628

Table 4 contains a sample of generated responses629

from GPT2, DoHA and CTRL on the WoW and630

CMU_DoG.631
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(a) GPT2 responses (b) DoHA responses (c) CTRL responses

Figure 3: Breakdown of BEGIN classes and VRM speech acts on WoW machine-generated responses.

(a) GPT2 responses (b) DoHA responses (c) CTRL responses

Figure 4: Breakdown of BEGIN classes and VRM speech acts on CMU_DoG machine-generated responses.

(a) GPT2 responses (b) DoHA responses (c) CTRL responses

Figure 5: Breakdown of BEGIN classes and VRM speech acts on Topical machine-generated responses.
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BEGIN VRM Example

Entailment Disclosure Knowledge: A dragon is a legendary creature, typically scaled or fire-spewing and with
serpentine, reptilian or avian traits, that features in the myths of many
cultures around world.

History: Dragons are so fascinating, I wonder where they originated from.
Response: I’m not sure, but I know that it is a legendary creature featured in myths of

many cultures around the world!

Hallucination Edification
Disclosure

Knowledge: The central premise for these stories oftentimes involves changing history,
either intentionally or by accident, and the ways by which altering the past
changes the future and creates an altered present or future for the time
traveler when they return home.

History: One of my favorite forms of science fiction is anything related to time
travel! I find it fascinating.

Response: It’s not quite sci-fi, but my favorite version of time travel is in Harry Potter
and the Prisoner of Azkaban. Breaks zero logical rules.

Partial
hallucination

Confirmation Knowledge: Love encompasses a variety of different emotional and mental states,
typically strongly and positively experienced, ranging from the deepest
interpersonal affection to the simplest pleasure.

History: Romance can be small acts, like making breakfast for your significant
other. But it’s portrayed as grand gestures which are unattainable.

Response: I agree it has been portrayed as impossible actions . Love consists of a
variety of emotional and mental states.

Generic Question Knowledge: Hard rock is a loosely defined subgenre of rock music that began in the
mid-1960s, with the garage, psychedelic and blues rock movements.

History: yea i have heard of the American hard rock band Van Halen.
Response: Are you a fan of hard rock?.

Uncooperative Edification Knowledge: Marketing is used to create, keep and satisfy the customer.
History: Well, I wish I could. I think my training was a little off. I can’t find a job

and thinking about going back to school to be a counselor. What do you
do?

Response: Marketing is used to create a customer and then retain the customer and
keep them happy.

Table 3: Examples from Wizard of Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2018) showing the BEGIN breakdown and different
VRM linguistic phenomena for each response.

Data Knowledge & History Responses

WoW Knowledge: Cinematography (also called "Direction of
Photography") is the science or art of motion-picture
photography by recording light or other electromagnetic
radiation, either electronically by means of an image
sensor, or chemically by means of a light-sensitive
material such as film stock.
History: Hi buddy, What you think about
cinematography?

GPT2: Cinematography is another title I’m currently
in school for. I’ve been doing the art of photography
for over 15 years now. (Hallucination)
DoHA: I do enjoy the science and art of
motion-picture photography. (Partial Hallucination)
CTRL: You’re right. Cinematography is an art of
motion -picture photography by recording light or
other electromagnetic radiation, either electronically
by means of an image sensor, or chemically by means
of a light-sensitive material such as film stock. What
about you ? (Entailment)

CMU_DoG Knowledge: Mean Girls is a 2004 American teen
comedy film directed by Mark Waters and written by
Tina Fey. The film is partially based on Rosalind
Wiseman’s 2002 non-fiction self-help book Queen Bees
and Wannabes, which describes female high school
social cliques and the damaging effects they can have on
girls. Genre: Comedy. MovieName: Mean Girls rating:
Rotten Tomatoes: 84 % and average: 6.9/10.
History: I think Rachel McAdams had an even better
role as Regina George however!

GPT2: Mean Girls was a classic. (Hallucination)
DoHA: Yes I agree! she was great and she was better
than Mark Waters! (Hallucination)
CTRL: I see. Mean Girls is a comedy movie that was
directed by Mark Waters in 2004. (Entailment)

Table 4: Generated responses from different models based on Wizard of Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2018) and
CMU_DoG (Zhou et al., 2018) test samples.
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Data Knowledge & History Hallucinated Gold Response

WoW Knowledge: Science fiction often explores the potential
consequences of scientific and other innovations, and
has been called a ‘literature of ideas’.
History: And that’s difficult to do when dealing with
time travel . I actually haven’t seen the latest Harry
Potter movies. Guess it’s time to check them out!

If you really want a look at the potential negative
consequences of scientific innovation, what you
should check out is the TV show Fringe. Incredibly
well written.

CMU_DoG Knowledge: Movie: The Social Network. In October
2003, 19-year-old Harvard University student Mark
Zuckerberg is dumped by his girlfriend Erica Albright.
Returning to his dorm, Zuckerberg writes an insulting
entry about Albright on his LiveJournal blog and then
creates a campus website called Facemash by hacking
into college databases to steal photos of female students,
then allowing site visitors to rate their attractiveness.
After traffic to the site crashes parts of Harvard’s
computer network, Zuckerberg is given six months of
academic probation. However, Facemash’s popularity
attracts the attention of Harvard upperclassmen and
twins Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss and their business
partner Divya Narendra. The trio invites Zuckerberg to
work on Harvard Connection, a social network featuring
the exclusive nature of Harvard students and aimed at
dating.
History: The movie is The Social Network. I
personally do not like Facebook as a company.

The movie portrays the founding of social networking
website Facebook and the resulting lawsuits. It even
has Justin Timberlake in it, I don’t think I’ve ever seen
him act.

TopicalChat Knowledge: Wikipedia: first paragraph in
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google
Reddit facts: A single Google search requires more
computing power than it took to send Neil Armstrong
and eleven other astronauts to the moon. Google Maps
calculates traffic by tracking how fast Android devices
are moving on the road instead of hiring people to mow
the lawns around their headquarters. Google uses
hundreds of live goats. On 16th August 2013, Google
went down for about five minutes, and took 40% of web
traffic with it. When there is a disputed border, Google
maps tailors its maps to the claims of each country
where the Internet browser is located.
History: Google provides online related services and
products, which includes online ads, search engine and
cloud computing.

Yeah, their services are good. I ’m just not a fan of
intrusive they can be on our personal lives.

Table 5: Hallucinated responses from different benchmarks: Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2018), CMU_DoG (Zhou
et al., 2018) and TopicalChat (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019). Text highlighted in red indicates hallucinated content.
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